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1. Introduction 

Throughtout the fo l1owing, R will denote a commutative ring with 
identity 1 and A be unitary commutat ive R-algebra with unit and R
derivalioη 01 A is a mapp ing D : A • A satis단i ng (i) D(ra + sb) = 
rD(a)+sD(b) (R-linearity) and (ii ) D(ab) = D(a)b+aD(b) (multiplicative 
law) for all r,s E R and a,b E A 

Let M be an A-module, we cons ider a mapping d : A-• AM sat isfy ing 
(i) d(ra + sb) = ,'d(a) + sd(b) and 
(i i) d(ab) = ad(b) + bd(a) for a l1 r, s E R and a, b E A 
A-module M with such mapping d is called A -derivalion modu/e and 

will be denoted by (M, d) . 
Let (M1, dJ) and (M2 , d2 ) be two A-derivat ion modules and if there 

exists an A-modu le homomorphism 1 : M 1 -• M2 such that f . d1 = d2 

we call such 1 as A-derivation module homomorphism and will be denoted 
1: (Ml 껴 )-• (M2 , d2 ). If such homomorphism is one to one and onto 
we call it A-derivation module isomorphism ([1 ,2]). 

Jn the category of all collection of A-derivation modules and A-derivation 
module homomorphisms , there exists a universal elements, we call it a uni 
versal A-derivation module, explicitly for any A-d야erivation module (M , 6) , 
there exists unique A-derivat“ion module (U, d) and unique A-derivation 
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module homomorphism f : (U,d) - • (M,8) such that f d = 8 we call 
such (U, d) as a u7I iversal A -derivatio71 module. 
씨le denote A-Mod as the category of allleft A-modules. 

At first , we consider Qr(A) ring of quotients of A w.r.to given torsion 
theory T. Then Qr(A) is a left A'I까깨mo때du띠le， t“마ln뼈l 
left R-module 

In this paper using the method developed by Golan [5] , we extend A. 
derivation module (M , d) to Qr(A).derivation module (Qr(M) , d) under a 
certain condi tion (Propos ition 4). And we show that if (U,d) is universal 
A.derivat ion module, then (Qr(U) ,d) is also universal Qr(A) derivation 
module among a full subcategory of Qr(A)-Mod. (Proposit ion 9) . We 
try to see the concrete structure of universal Qr (A ).derivation module in 
special case. (Proposition 10). 

2. Preliminaries 

~otaition and termjnology concerning (hereditary) torsion t heories on 
A.Mod will follow [4]. In particular, if r is a torsion theory on A-Mod 
then a left ideal H of A is said to be r.dense in A if and on ly if the 
cyclic left A.module Rj H is r.torsion. If M is a left A.module then we 
denote by Tr ( M) the unique largest submodule of M which is r-torsion 

If E(M) is the injective hu l\ of a left A-mod뼈submodule Er(M) of E(M ) by Er(M)jM = 피(E(M)jM). The module 

of quotients of M with respect to r , denoted by Qr(M) , is then defined 
to be Er(M jTr(M)). Note that, in partic비ar ， if M is r-torsionfree then 
Qr(M) = ET(M) , and this is a left A-module containing M as a largest 
submodule. In general, we have a canonical A.homomorphism from M 
to Qr(M) obtained by composing the canonical surjection from M to 
MjTr(M) with the in c\ usion map into Qr(M). 

If A is the endomorphism ring of the left A-module Qr(AA) then 
Qr(M) is canonically a left A-module for every A.module M and the 
canonical map A - • Ar is a ring homomorphism, the ring Ar is called as 
the ring of quotients or localization of A at r . A torsion theory on A-Mod 
is said to be faithful if and only if A, considered as a left module over 
itself, is r.torsionfree. In this case, A is canonically subring of Ar. 

Lemma 1([4]). Let H be a r-dc 7Ise ideal i71 A, and let CtH ,q be A-module 
homomorphism de껴ncd 071 H into Qr(M) , then Rj H is r-torsio71 u7Id 
theπ exist u7l ique R.modu/e homom01'[Jhism ßR" A • Qr(M) 뼈ich 
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makes the daigmm 

o -• H -• A 

QH ,q 1 ./ βA ，q 

Q~(M) 

commutes. 

Lemma 2([4]). Let H and J( be T-dense ideals oJ A theη ψe have the 
Jollowing resu /ts 

(1) H n J( is T-dense ideal. 
(2) (H : a) = {r E A I 1'a E H} is T-dense ideal 
(3) Homomorphic image oJ H is T-dense ideal 
(4) H J( is T-dense ideal. 

Lemma 3([4]). Let H and J( be T-de nse ide미's oJ R and let CiH ,q : H • 
Q~(M) and CiK ,q : J( - • QAM) be defined as in the Lemma 1. Then 
CiH ,q and Ci K ,q define the same element in Q~( M). 

3. Extension theorems 

In th is sect ion we consider extensions of A-derivation module M to 
Q~(A)-derivation module, in the case M is absolutely pure T -module, 
where T is a torsion th∞ry on A -Mod 

For the given torsion theory T on A-Mod , if a left A-modu\e M is T
torsionfree and T-injective we say that M is absolutely T-pure. We denote 
the class of all absolu tely T-pure A-modules by 다 , and we know that é:~ is 
equiva\ent to the full subcategory of Q~(A)-Mod (or A~-Mod ) consist ing 
of modules of the [orm Q~(M). Also we note that every element of é:~ has 
the structure of left A~-module wbich narually extends its structure as a 
left A-module ([4], Proposition 6.6) 

Proposition 4. Let (M, d) be an A야rivation module and T be a 101's;on 
theory on A-Mod and M be absolutely T-pUπ left A-module, then there 
eXlS삶 a derivation d : Q7(A) -• Q,(M) , the restπction oJ 뼈ich to A is 
d, i.e' J (Q~(M) ， d) is a Q~(A) -derivation module . 

P1'oof. At first we note that Q~(M) is a Q~(A)-modu le. If q is an element 
of Q~(A) ， then there exists a T-dense idea\ H of A sat isfying H q ~ A ‘ 
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Define a function aH,q : H - • QT(M) by setting aH,q(h) = a(hq) - qd(h) 
for all h in H , Since M is absolutely T-pure this mapping is well-defined. 

We can see that aH,q is A-homomorphism apply Lemma 1, we have that 
aH,q extends uniquely to A-homomorphism from A to QT(M) and so there 
exists unique element ij of QT(M) satisfying the condition aH,q(h) = hij 
for all h in H. We now define a function d QT(A)-• QT(M) by 
setting d(q) = ij. This function is well-defined. lndeed, suppose that q is 
an element of QT(A) and let H and κ be T-dense ideals of A satisfying 
H q ::; A and J( q ::; A. Then (H n J( )q ::; A and H n J( is also T-dense 
ideal in A. By Lemma 3, aH,q and aK,q define the same element ij 
W‘V싸íe h뼈ave tωos애ho얘w that such d is a뻐n R-der디띠lva때t디ion on Q7(A) , i.e., (Q7(M) , d) 

is a Q7(A)-derivation module. lndeed, for any elements p and q in QT(A) 
and r in R, there exist T-dense ideals H and J of A satisfying H p ::; A 
and Jq < A. Take J( H n J , which is T-dense ideal of A satisfying 
J( p ::; A and J( q ::; A. For every element k of J( we have 

CiK，야q( k) d(k(p 十 q)) - (p + q)d(k) 

d(kp + kq) - (p + q)d(k) 

aK,p(k) + aK씨k) 

(ακp+aκq)( k) 

By Lemma 1, the uniqueness of extension , we have that d(p + q) = d(p) + 
d(q) 

Note that left A-module QT(A) can be regarded as left R-module via 
끼ng homomorphism <p : R • A defined by <p(r) = r. e. For any element 
q of QAA) r. q = <p(r)q. 

Similarly there exists a T-dense left ideal H of A satisfying H p ::; A 
and H <p(r)p ::; A. Take J( = H n (H : <p(r)) which is T-dense ideal 
of A also. Consider an A-homomorphism from J( to Q7(M) given by 
k • aK,r.p(k) 

aK,r.p(k) = d(k(r , p)) - (r. p)d(k) 

= d(k( <p(r)p)) - (<p(r)p)d(k) 

d(<p(r)kp) - <p(r)(pd(k)) 

<p(r)d(kp) - <p(r)pd(k) 

<p(r)aK ,p(k) 

r. aK,p(k) 

Again by the uniqueness of extension, we have that d( rp) = rd(p) 
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Finally take J{ HJ , which is T-dense ideal of A, by Lemma 2. 
Consider 

aK,pQ (kk') - paK,Q( kk’) 

By the uniqueness extension , we have 

(k'q)d(kp) - pk'qd(k) 

q(k'd(kp) - pk'd(k)) 

q((d(kk')p) - pd(kk')) 

qaK,p(kk’) 

d(pq) = pd(q) + qd(p) 

Now we prove that d restricts to d on A. For any element a of A then 
we can take A as T-dense ideal of A such that Aa ::; A. For any element 
b in A , which is considered T-dense ideal of A , consider the following 
aA ,a(b) bd(a). Now by the uniqueness extension, bd(a) bd(a) s。
d(a) = d(a) for any element a of A. 

Corollary 5. Let T be a torsion theo대 on A-Mod aηd (M ,d) be an A
derivatioη module. Let M be a T-torsionfree left A-module which is a 
homomorphic image of a direcl sum of copies OfQT(A) , then (QT(M) ,d) 
is a QT(A)-derivation module, the restriclion of d 0η A is d. 

Proof From [5 , E 26.20] , M can be a left A, -module. Thus the mapping 
aH,Q: H-• QAM) defined in the proof of Proposition 4 is well-defined. 

The remaining part follows the above proof. 

From the definition of R-derivation D on A, we can consider (A , D) 잃 
an A-derivation module. The following proposition shows that (A , D) can 
be extended to (Q , (A) , D) , relatively weaker condition than Proposition 
4 

Proposition 7. Let T be a faithful torsion theory on A-mod and let D : 
A-• A be aη R-derivation, then there exists unique exlension D : A, - • 
ATI which reslπcts to A is D. 

Proof For any element q in QT(A) , there exists a r-dense ideal H of A such 
that H q ::; A. Now define aH,Q : H - • QT(A) ， aH씨 (h) = d(hq) - d(h)q , 
this function is well defined. 

The existence of D on Ar follows from P roposition 4 and the fact Q, (A) 
and A, are isomorphic, as left A-modules. To show the uniqueness , assume 
that d' and r be derivations defined on A" and d' = r on A. For any 
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non-zero elemen t. q in A" t.here is r-dense ideal H of A sa t. isfying H q ~ A , 
t.hen fo r any elemen t. h in H we have (d* - j* )(hq ) = O. 

From t. his we have that H( d* - j*)( q) = O. Since H is r-dense ideal of 
A , t.his implies t. hat d‘ (q) = j* (q) for all q in AT 

Corollary 8. Let r be a torsion theory on A-Mod satisfying D(TT(A)) 드 
TT(A) . Then there exists a derivalion ’ D on QT(A) in such a manner 
that th e diagram 

A • Qr(A) 

-D 
--• ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ 

* 

D 

A • QAA) 

commutes. 

Proof Define D’ 윤꾀 • 돼ï by setting D’(a+TT(A)) = D(a)+TT(A) 

By the condition D(TT(A)) 드 TT(A) such a map is well-defined . And we 
know that 념자 IS 미orsionfree ， by proposition 6 there exists an extension 

[Y: QA돼자) • QT(폐) 
Since Q써폐) is isomorphic to QT(A) , we have a derivation jj on 

QT( A) which making the diagram commutes 

Remark‘ If we t.ake the ring R as t. he integer ring Z , t.hen t.he R-derivat ion 
D defined on t. he R-algebra A can be t.he derivation defined in [5] 

So we can say that Golan extended Z-derivation D on the noncomrnu 
t.ative ring A t.o Z-derivation D on the quotient ring QT(A) , where A is 
r-torsionfree as left. A-module. ([5]) 

From t. his fact we can see some what difference between Golan ’s ex
tension Theorem and OurS. 

4. Universal Derivation Module 

Now we want to extend uni versal derivation module in certain subcat 
egory of A-Mod to a full subcat.egory of quo t. ient module category 
Proposition 9 . Lel (U, d) be an universa/ A-derivalion modu/e on E." 

lhen (QT(U) ,d) is an universal QT(A)-derivation module on C" which is 
a full subcateg01-y of QT(A)-Mod consisling of elemenls of Ihe form MT 

Proof First we note that for aoy element K of C" K is isomorphic to 
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Qr(M) for some left A-module M of C T • For any Qr(A)-derivation module 
(J(, 8*) , consider that J( 은 QT(M) for some M E Cr and 8‘ IA = 8. By the 
fact that (U, d) is an universal A-derivation module, there exists unique 
A • homorphism f : (U, d) - • (M, 8) . Since M is an element of E:η we 
can extend f to f : Qr(U) - • Qr(M) uniquely such that f lu= f (We 
can prove just the same method of Proposition 4). Thus (QT(U) ,d) is an 
universal Qr(A)-derivation module. 

If U is finitely generated projective A-module, then universal A-derivation 
module (U, d) is isomorphic to ("D( A)" , 8) , where "D (A) “ = HomA( "D(A) , A) 
and "D (A) = {D : A • A I D is all R - derivation on A} and A-
derivation 8 : A • "D(A)" is defined by (d(a))(D) = D(a) for all D in 
"D(A) and a in A 

Note that if U is finitely generated projective element in CT) then Qr( U) 
is also finitely generated projective QAA)-module (by [4], Proposition 6.7) 
and (QT(U) , d) is also an universal derivation module among Cr . By the 
same reasoning we have that (QT(U) ,d) is isornorphic to ("D(Q r(A)) ‘ ,d‘) 
where "D(Qr(A)) ‘ = HomQT (A)("D(Q T(A)) , Qr(A)) and "D(Qr(A)) is the 
set of all R-derivation on Qγ (A) and d* : QT(A) • "D(Qr(A))" is defined 
by (d‘ (q))(D) = D(q) for all D in "D(Qr(A)) and q in Qr( A) . 

On the other hand "D(A)" = H omA( "D (A) , A) is isomorphic to U, then 
"D(A)" is an absolutely r -pure A-module. By proposition 4 ("D (A)* ,8) has 
unique extension as follows; (Qr( "D(A)") , 8) which is also universal element 
in Cr . Thus by the uniqueness of universal element (up to isomorphic) we 
have the following main result 

Proposition 10. IfU is finitely geη erated projeclive universal A-derivation 
module amoηg CT) then Qr( "D(A)*) is isomorphic to "D(QT(A))* as QT(A) 
modules. i. e. , 

as Qr(A)-modules. 

H omQT(A)("D( Qr(A)) , Qr( A)) 

은 Qr(HomA( "D (A) , A) 

For the exarnple satisfying the hypothesis of Proposition 10, we can 
take the class of r -torsionfree finitely generated quasi-Frobenius algebras 
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